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PAINTING 
A QUICK 
PORTRAIT

It’s basically a three-step process, with a lot less layers than 

one of my usual portraits.

I can finish in a few hours

I work small (usually 8” x 10”) so these can fit perfectly into 

a 11” x 14” frame.

It’s fun to experiment on these, since you are not wasting 

much time, paper or paint.

I use them as preparation studies for a larger painting, trying 

different backgrounds, flesh tones, etc.

They can be priced much cheaper than an average portrait, 

so I have great success at selling these.

I am a slow painter.  A full-sized portrait (1/2 sheet or 
larger) may take me weeks to finish, with 20 or more 
layers.

I love painting this way, but sometimes, I want to quickly 
plan or finish a painting without that time commitment.

I have found that creating a quick portrait - a smaller 
version that is much less detailed (and time-intensive) 
- is a perfect way to practice my skills and plan larger 
works.  I try to do one of these quick portraits 1 to 2 
times a week.

Here’s a few reasons why I have added these to my 
repertoire:

Most of my commission work are children. (Or 
pets, but that is a different course.) 

Children are a lot of fun to paint, as their skin 
“glows,” which works well with transparent 
watercolors.

With children, my initial washes begin with a triad 
of my brighter colors (aureolin, quinacridone rose 
and peacock blue.)

My basic skin tone is quinacridone rose and sap 
green - which is almost a burnt sienna when 
mixed - but I mix these on the paper, varying the 
value as needed, dropping in yellows, oranges 
and coral to add warmth, and adding cobalt and 
purple into my darkest areas.

What is a quick portrait?

Painting a child

Aureolin

Quinacridone Gold

Quinacridone Coral

Quinacridone Rose

Peacock

Cobalt

Ultramarine

Brilliant Orange

Burnt Sienna

Burnt Umber

Quinacridone Purple

Ultramarine Violet

Skips Green

Sap Green

Phthalo Green

Anthraquinine

www.karenschaaf.com

My palette colors
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PAINTING A QUICK PORTRAIT
WATERCOLORS

A little bit about design

Before you start any painting, stare at it!

Ever heard of the rule of thirds?  

It’s a guideline or “rule of thumb”  
that helps with the composition 
of a painting. 

By dividing your composition 
into thirds, vertically and 
horizontally, then placing the 
key elements of your image 
either along these lines or at the 
junctions of them, you’ll be able 
to achieve a more interesting 
and dynamic balance.  It works 
by encouraging your viewer’s 
eyes to move through your 
painting, instead of just moving 
directly to the center. 

Sometimes, when doing a 
traditional portrait, this can be 
difficult to do, as your face is 
centered on your paper.

I always try to get one of my 
eyes as close as I can to one 
of the four intersections when 
I do my initial design.

If you are using a digital reference, such as a tablet or phone, play 
with the cropping tools.    

Where you position your subject on the paper can make all of the 
difference to the final painting.

Below is the original photo and the final cropped version:

I chose to eliminate 
the flower in the 
original image to 
keep the focus only 
on the face.

Because I will be 
working small, this 
allows me to make 
the features a little 
larger.
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PAINTING A QUICK PORTRAIT
WATERCOLORS

Contour Drawing

Brushes

Paper Preparation

When you prepare your drawing, think “coloring book”!

DO NOT shade any areas, only outline the key elements of 
the painting.

If you want to draw in a reminder of where a shadow might 
be, try doing small dashed lines.

Once you are happy with the drawing, erase it!  
Gently twist a gum eraser over the drawing to lighten all of 
your lines.

 

For my quick portraits, I use 140 lb. paper.  I tend to gravitate to 
hot press paper, but use what you have and what you are most 
comfortable with.  

My usual size for these is 8” x 10.”   I pin these to my board with 
thumbtacks.  I don’t do any preparation of the paper prior to 
drawing, as these are mostly for practice.  

If you want to flatten one for framing and mounting, spritz the 
back of the paper with water and press it (with a book or tile) 
overnight.

1” or 1/2” flat brush

Round brush (size 10 or size 8)

Round brush (Size 6 or size 4)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

An 8” x 10” portrait mounted with thumbtacks on a 16” 
x 20” gator-foam working board.
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PAINTING A QUICK PORTRAIT
WATERCOLORS

1: Primary washes

Before you start, change your reference photo to your black and 
white version of the image. 
 
Your first wash is going to end up being a very blurred value map 
of your final painting, identifying only the larger shapes of the 
image. You want to start with the big shapes and work your way 
to the small shapes.  

You will only be using three colors, which makes it easier 
to block out the shapes and values as you move through 
the process.  For children, I like to use a triad of aureolin, 
quinacridone rose, and peacock.    

On your palette, make puddles of your triad.   

Identify your whites.  You can even mark them lightly with 
pencil, as it will it easier to avoid those areas when you are doing 
large washes.  For this image, the sun light is coming from the 
top right, and you can see these areas are the lightest values we 
can see.

Paint Consistency: Tea

Mist your entire painting lightly and give it a few sec-
onds for the water to absorb into the paper.

With your yellow, lightly outline outside the lightest areas of 
your image, carefully keeping the white there.  This should 
be very light, with much more water than pigment.  This 
gives a glow to your highlighted area. Feather the yellow 
out with water to avoid any hard edges.

As you let your yellow highlights dry a little, think about 
where your want your hard and soft edges to be. Any 
good watercolor painting will be a mixture of both!

I like to make my hard edges lead the viewer to my sub-
ject’s eyes, which are always the focal point of a portrait.

Moving to quin rose, which is the mid-range pigment, place 
a light wash right down the middle of the face.

Finally, while the paper is still damp, drop in the darkest 
value (peacock blue) where you see the darks of the image 
(her hair, under the chin, the bottom left of the image.)Lightest Areas

Hard edges

Soft edges
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PAINTING A QUICK PORTRAIT
WATERCOLORS

2: Sculpting the features
Make new puddles on your palette!  Sap green, burnt umber, cobalt blue, quinacridone gold, phthalo green.

After the initial primary washes, next work on defining the facial features.  If you don’t get these right, there is no point 
moving to the hair, hands or clothing.  

Working with quinacridone rose and sap green and a round brush, move through the face to “sculpt”  the darker areas 
that you see.  Eye sockets, under the nose, lip and chin.  Still work wet-on-wet at this phase, but use your brush to wet 
each smaller area as you work through the painting.

I usually jump into the eyes first.  (I just don’t like those blank 
zombie eyes staring at me while I work!)  Here, I used a light wash 
of burnt umber for the iris area, and tinted the sclera (white part of 
the eye) with a very light cobalt wash. I will come back and define 
the pupils and lids later.

Paint Consistency: Milk

Before you move on, make sure your painting is dry! 
Hair dryers and heat guns will work if you are impatient

A quick way to test if your painting is dry is to feel it with the back of your hand.  
If it feels cold, it is still damp.  Walk away and come back!

For the shadows in the skin tones, deepen the rose/sap green 
mixture, sometimes dropping in the slightest hint of purple, 
cobalt or gold.

For the brows and hair, use arbitrary colors to make those 
features more interesting.  You are more interested in the value 
than the color.

Also start working the background, making some splatters and 
runs to keep it interesting.

Where the hair meets the background to the right, try to keep 
lost edges to avoid a “cut-out” look.

I use quin rose/sap green as a nice neutral brown for my darker flesh areas.  I mix right on the paper, starting with the 
rose and then dropping in sap to get my value/color right.  You can also use burnt sienna if you like.
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PAINTING A QUICK PORTRAIT
WATERCOLORS

Step 3: Doing the Details

Do not paint single hair strands.  

Look for the dark shapes and 

paint those, varying the colors to 

create interest.

Remember to keep warmer colors 

like orange and quinacridone 

coral for those objects that are 

in the foreground (tip of nose, 

bottom lip, hands.)   

This will bring them forward in 

the painting.

Do not get overly detailed on 

clothing, hair strands, or anything 

that may distract from the focal 

point of the face.

Neutralizing outside areas (by 

applying a complementary color 

wash) will also to bring the focus 

back to the face.   

Drips, dots and blossoms can 

work well on clothing.

Paint Consistency: Honey

The last phase is the most fun, but takes the longest to complete.  Most of 
the work is done with your eyes (and not your paintbrush!)

Keep strengthening your values, referring back to your B&W reference photo. 

Work the hair, folds of the fabric and background as needed, but keep those 
areas looser and less defined, always remembering to keep your smaller 
details and stronger lines in the facial area.
 


